Questions from Darrel Klein
Please forward these questions, verbatim, to the applicant group and the Technical
Review Committee members. Thanks.

Question one. Please address why under Nebraska law, Certification or Registration is
insufficient to protect the public and to help with third party reimbursement? See 716206 & 38-110 and 71-6217 & 38-120. This would replace or augment part of their
response to “additional question 2a on page 33.
Question two. In response to part of question 2, at page 8, listing the “Practitioners of
the Occupations Similar to or Working Closely with Members of the Occupation Dealt
with in the Application” LMHPs are omitted although they were discussed in the 2010
407 review and are included in the response to question 6 at page 16. Was this
intentional? And relatedly, at page 10 there was no response to “Any other Group that
would have an interest in the Application.” Was this intentional?
Question three. In your application at page 11, answering question 3, you are not
presenting that ABA are currently credentialed by Nebraska, correct? Secondly, the
links cited in the application as “regulations” are not regulations. Please explain their
source.
Question four. In response to question 9 at page 20, can you present an answer
focusing on the current situation in Nebraska, rather than on other states?
Comment five. My understanding of their answer to question 16 – no prescription is
required before the services can be provided, but third party insurers may require a
prescription as proof of necessity. No ban on providing services, but it’s a prerequisite
for payment.
Question five. “Additional question” 1a, page 33, and elsewhere: Can hot links be
provided to the literature cited in the application if you have them?
Question six: Regarding your response to “additional question” 8a, page 42: is it your
intention that ABA be licensed under the UCA, as contemplated by the “407” statutes
and so the costs of administration would be borne by the ABA licensees in accord with
the UCA?
Lastly: I saw references to a model Act but did not see a link to one. Is there a model
act the applicants propose?

